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A conservative radical' is William Alexander Eddie's description of the French virtuoso composer-pianist
Charles Valentin Alkan (1813-1888). Judaic culture, the French baroque and German classicism were the
main influences on Alkan's musical style, with more radical musical tendencies found in many of the

Esquisses op 63. This comprehensive survey takes as its focus a stylistic analysis of Alkan's compositions
from the apprentice works to the later 'massed style' etudes; the latter are of considerable length and pianistic
difficulty. There is also consideration of Alkan's achievements as pianist and teacher, and the sections on
performance practice in Alkan will be of interest to pianists today. A full investigation of Alkan's reception

history is also included and useful appendices provide a guide to further archival research. A list of works and
basic discography complete this new study of an important French composer.

Considered by many to be one of the finest pianists of his era acknowledged as such by his friends and
contemporaries Franz Liszt and Frederich Chopin. French composer and one of the greatest virtuoso pianists

of his day. Read Full Biography.

Alkan

10 by James Wright Webber on Apple Music. Nationality France. He was born CharlesValentin Morhange in
the Marais the Jewish quarter of Paris where his father Alkan Morhange ran a little boarding school.

CharlesValentin Alkan French al valt alk 30 November 1813 29 March 1888 was a FrenchJewish composer
and virtuoso pianist. CharlesValentin Alkan was one of the great composerpianists of the nineteenth century
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and a major influence on many subsequent musicians. CHARLESVALENTIN ALKAN. He wrote some of the
most unusual and technically difficult music of his time an output that no less an authority than Ferruccio
Busoni called the greatest achievement in piano music after Liszt. CharlesValentin Alkan Novem?Ma was a
French composer and one of the greatest virtuoso pianists of his day. Alkan 18131888 è stato un pianista e
compositore attivo in. Transcriptions are excluded from this list. CharlesValentin Alkan was a child prodigy.
Schaghajegh Nosrati on her encounters with CharlesValentin Alkan. Birth date 30.11. CharlesValentin Alkan.
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